Press release 20 February 2013

QUALIFICATIONS ON TRACK IN VAL DI FIEMME
A CROSS-COUNTRY FESTIVAL 
WITH ALL THE COLOURS OF THE WORLD

Today the first qualification races took place at the cross-country ski stadium in Lago di Tesero
The final 20 athletes who succeeded in qualifying for the next week races have been found
Guests have been enjoying wonderful and mouthwatering tastings in the Temporary Coop Store


Five continents have been involved even though it’s just one World Championships in Val di Fiemme. There was an extremely wide range of colours and flags surrounding the first competition day at the cross-country stadium in Lago di Tesero. A day that has been a cross-country qualification phase in order to fill in the last places for the races scheduled for the following days.
Athletes from Iran, Mongolia, Nepal, Latvia, Romania, Greece and India – amongst the many national teams taking part in the race- fought hard to get the 20 places (10 for men and 10 for women) for the 10 kilometers women’s race and for the 15 kilometer men’s race on the 26th and the 27th of February. The race brought many surprises indeed. One of them was the Romanian athlete Palici’s victory in the men race. Palici, wearing the bib number 69, managed to defeat  Andreiv (Kirghizstan), who had been leading the race for a long time but who in the end was forced to hand over the victory to his rival. In the next weeks races we will have the chance to meet athletes from Brazil, Lithuania (Diana Rasimoviciute won the women’s qualification), China, New Zealand, Great Britain, Hungary, Denmark, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Great Britain.
Today in the Coop Temporary Store in Piazza Italia, Cavalese food tastings of Fior Fiore Coop products have begun. These tastings will continue during Championships in Val di Fiemme to represent the premium quality Italian food.
The first products tasted by the food lovers were 30-Month Parmigiano Reggiano D.O.P. and Mortadella.
Coop Norway is one of the partners of Italy’s Coop project. The Norwegian representative Vegard Dahl Hansen stated: “We would like to import a larger quantity of Coop Italia products and this is one of the reasons why we started this unique cooperation. Thousands of fans in my home country will come to support the competitors and will have the possibility to taste the Fior Fiore quality”.
Info: www.fiemme2013.com 


